3Rs refers students to Planned Parenthood
MULTIPLE times in the curriclum
www.PlannedParenthood.org/Learn/Glossary

Beginning in the Sixth Grade with 11 and 12 year olds, the
3Rs curriculum mentions or refers students to Planned Parenthood
or its website more than 24 times. Numerous lessons involve
classroom visits to Planned Parenthood’s website, some involving
small groups of self-supervised children.
Located at the top of Planned Parenthood’s website, under
“Learn,” (a word designed to lure school-age children) the very first
term is “Abortion,” with no mention of “Adoption,” thus violating
ARS § 15-115(A)-(B).
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On that same website drop-down, Planned Parenthood’s
“Glossary A-Z” also does not contain the word “adoption,” or “prolife,” but contains “anti-choice” and “pro-choice.”
Planned Parnethood’s Glossary also contains many other
words and definitions, which Advocates for Youth and 3Rs
apparently consider suitable for children ages 11 and up, including
the following:
Abortion - Ending a pregnancy.
Abortion pill - Describes the process of medication abortion,
which includes the use of two medications, mifepristone and
misoprostol, to safely end a pregnancy.
Abstinence - Not having sex with anyone.
Anal sex - Sex in which the penis or a sex toy goes in the anus.
Anilingus - Oral sex with a partner’s anus. Also known by the slang
term “rimming.”
Autoerotic - Being turned on by yourself or something you think of
in your own mind.
Autoerotic asphyxiation - Strangling or choking yourself for
sexual arousal. It can be very dangerous. Hundreds of young
people die of autoerotic asphyxiation every year.
BDSM - A term for a variety of sexual practices including bondage,
discipline, domination/submission, and sadism/masochism.
Blue balls - Slang for an uncomfortable — but not dangerous —
feeling in the penis/testicles that may occur when you don’t
ejaculate after being very turned on.
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Boner - Slang for an erect (hard) penis.
Butch - Slang for dressing like or taking on roles that are
traditionally “masculine,” especially in regard to lesbians or gendernonconforming individuals. Some people may call themselves
butch, while others find the term offensive.
Butt plug - A sex toy that goes in the anus. It’s designed to stay in
place with a flared base.
Clit - Short for clitoris.
Clitoral hood - A small flap of skin formed by the inner labia that
covers and protects the clitoris.
Clitoris - Sex organ whose only known purpose is sexual pleasure.
The clitoris swells with blood during sexual excitement. The outer
part of the clitoris is located at the top/front of the vulva, right next
to urethra (hole you pee out of). The inner part of the clitoris, which
is much larger, includes a shaft and two crura (roots or legs) of
tissue that extend up to five inches into the body on both sides of
the vagina to attach to the pubic bone.
Closet - “Being in the closet,” or “being closeted,” means not
sharing or not being able to share your LGBTQ identity with
yourself or others.
Coming out - The process of accepting and being open about
one’s identity, such as being lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer, or questioning. Short for “coming out of the closet.”
Comprehensive sex education - A medically accurate, age
appropriate curriculum or intervention that includes information
about abstinence, birth control, STD prevention, healthy
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relationships, sexual orientation/gender identity, accessing health
care services, and helps build skills around communication and
healthy decision making.
Cross-dresser - A person — typically a straight-identified,
cisgender man — who sometimes wears clothing associated with
the opposite gender for a variety of reasons.
Cum - Slang for "ejaculate," the sperm-containing fluid that comes
out of the penis usually during an orgasm. Also another way of
saying “to have an orgasm.”
Cunnilingus - Oral sex using the mouth to stimulate the clitoris,
vulva, and vagina.
Dildo - A penis-shaped sex toy used to stimulate the vagina or
anus.
Drag - Exaggerated cross-dressing for entertainment.
Drag king - A performer who exaggerates male behaviors and
dress for entertainment at bars, clubs, or events. Some drag kings
might identify as transgender, although many don’t.
Drag queen - A performer who exaggerates female behaviors and
dress for entertainment at bars, clubs, or events. Some drag
queens might identify as transgender, although many don’t.
Exhibitionists - People who expose their sex organs to other
people in public places.
Fellatio - Oral sex on a penis. Also called a “blow job.”
Fisting - Putting several fingers or a hand into the vagina or anus
of a sex partner.
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Flashing - Exposing one’s breasts or sex organs. See
"exhibitionists."
Gigolo - An old fashioned word for a male sex worker.
Glans - The soft, highly sensitive tip of the clitoris or penis. Also
called the “head” of the penis.
Hand job - Slang for someone using their hand to rub/stimulate
someone else’s penis.
Heavy petting - Touching a partner’s genitals in a sexual way.
Hedonism - The belief that pleasure is the most valuable thing to
pursue.
Horny - Slang for wanting to have sex or for being sexually
aroused.
Kink / kinky - An uncommon sexual behavior or preference.
Kinsey scale - A scale used to demonstrate the spectrum of sexual
orientations. Designed by Alfred Kinsey and his associates in the
late 1940s and early 1950s. The seven points on the scale show
the range that people reported in Kinsey's surveys, from
“exclusively heterosexual” to “exclusively homosexual.”
Lust - Sexual desire for someone.
Masturbation - Touching one’s own body/genitals for sexual
pleasure.
Merkin - A wig for the pubic area.
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Mooning - Exposing one’s butt to other people.
Morning sickness - Nausea and vomiting that happens during the
first trimester of pregnancy.
Morning wood - Slang for having an erect penis when waking up.
People who have penises can have several erections at night as
part of their sleep cycle. Very often, when they wake up, they’re still
erect. Also called “nocturnal penile tumescence.”
Mutual masturbation - When people masturbate in each other’s
presence.
Ménage à trois - Three people in a sexual encounter. Also called
a threesome or threeway.
Necrophilia - When a person needs [sic] is sexually aroused by
dead bodies.
Open relationship / open marriage - When 2 people in an
intimate relationship or marriage agree that they can have other
sexual or romantic partners. See: polyamory.
Oral sex - Sex involving the mouth and genitals, including
cunnilingus, anilingus, and fellatio.
Paraphilia - A sex practice that a person needs for sexual arousal,
but isn’t considered socially normal or acceptable.
Pearl Necklace - Slang for ejaculate (cum) [sic] spilled onto a
person’s neck or chest.
Phone sex - Sexually arousing phone conversations in which
people fantasize about having sex with each other and masturbate.
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Pitching a tent - Slang for having an erection. It comes from the
way pants or bed sheets look when the erect penis, like a tent pole,
pushes them up and out.
Prostitute - Someone who gets paid to provide sex. Often
considered offensive and outdated. The preferred term is “sex
worker.”
Prostitution - The act of providing sex for pay. Often considered
offensive and outdated. The preferred term is “sex work.”
Queef - The sound made when air is released from the vagina. Air
is often pushed into the vagina during vaginal sex or penetration
with tampons, fingers, or sex toys.
Queer - A word that can refer to a variety of sexual identities and
gender identities that are anything other than straight and
cisgender. In the past queer was used as a slur, and may still be
offensive to some. However, many people use the word with pride
to identify themselves.
Right-to-life - An expression that people who oppose safe and
legal abortion use to describe their position.
S&M (sadomasochism) - The consensual use of domination
and/or pain for sexual stimulation in sex. The “sadist”
dominates/inflicts pain. The “masochist” is submissive/receives
pain.
Sadomasochism (S&M) - The consensual use of domination
and/or pain for sexual stimulation in sex. The “sadist”
dominates/inflicts pain. The “masochist” is submissive/receives
pain.
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Safe word - A previously agreed upon word or phrase that means
a partner is no longer enjoying an activity during and it must stop.
Sex worker - A person who’s paid for providing sex or sexually
arousing activities, including phone or camera sex, erotic massage,
lap dancing, or striptease.
Sixty-nine / 69 - Simultaneous, mutual oral sex.
Slut - An insulting term for a woman who has “too many” sex
partners, though different people have different ideas about what
is considered too many. Some people have reclaimed the term
“slut” and use it to describe themselves as people who are proud
of their sexual freedom.
Strap-on - A dildo that can be attached to a person to use for
vaginal, anal, or oral sex.
Swinging - When couples switch partners for sex.
Tribadism - Sex that
vulvas/clitorises together.

involves
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Virginity - Having never had sex. May mean different things to
different people. For example, many people think you “lose your
virginity” when you have vaginal sex. Others think that you lose
your virginity if you have other kinds of sexual activity, like oral sex
or anal sex.
Vibrator - An electrically powered sex toy that applies vibrations to
parts of the body for sexual pleasure.
Voyeurism - Sexual practice that involves watching another
person undress or engage in sexual behavior.
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Wet dreams - Erotic dreams that can lead to ejaculation or vaginal
lubrication. Common during puberty. See "nocturnal emission."
Xx chromosomes - The pair of sex-differentiating chromosomes
that leads to someone being born with a vagina, vulva, uterus, and
ovaries. Babies with xx chromosomes are usually assigned female
at birth.
Xy chromosomes - The pair of sex-differentiating chromosomes
that leads to someone being born with a penis and scrotum. Babies
with xy chromosomes are usually assigned male at birth.
This obscene alphabet is rounded out by made-up “genderneutral” pronouns like “Xe (xe, xem, xyr, xyrs, xemself)” and “Ze
(ze, zir, zirs, zirself),” which Planned Parenthood defines as being
used “to replace” “he,” “she,” or “they.”
This list does not include all of the offensive, unscientific, or
politically-loaded terms recommended for “Sixth Grade on up” by
Advocates For Youth’s multiple 3Rs curriculum referrals or
references to Planned Parenthood.
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